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Food as a Visual
Expression
By Brittani Mann

These two elements of humankind are often considered essential
to our existence. For food keeps us alive and art keeps us human.
It is no wonder that there has been such a creative overlapping of
the two components that help to build our lives through mutual
inspiration. There is art that is inspired by the food we eat and there
is food inspired by the art we see. Together they form a strong voice
for how we as humans view the world.
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ood Inspired Art- Food has inspired artists since ancient times when men painted on
cave walls. People have always been fascinated with what they eat and how it looks. If
you need an example of our population’s obsession with visually collecting and retaining
our food then look no further than Pinterest or Instagram. The pages upon pages of pictures of food are a testament to humanity’s fascination and often fixation on what we eat.

And it isn’t just the food itself that can be the inspiration for a painting or a photograph. It can
also exhibit the process of making the food, a cultural experience that can be handed down from
generation to generation. Art inspired by food and the food making process can capture a tradition
that can then transcend time and space.
Food is such an important part of our lives that documenting it can also mean documenting
important events that center around food. Family meals or important meetings, people use food
as a way to lubricate the social wheels of conversation and collaboration. Art can often capture
that importance. For example The Last Supper, one of the most famous paintings in history centers
around a meal. The food there is important but the context around the meal is also important and
the artist captured both.
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But there is more to food inspired art then just the contexts of what is happening around the
food. Much of the time art that is inspired by food shows only the food itself. Whether used as a
perspective training device or the earnest subject of a painting the completed artwork can also tell
the artist’s story and style.
Why did the artist choose to paint that fruit bowl, was it significant to their life or their story? What
was the world like when they recorded that feast on the table? These are the kinds of questions
we as humans ask when we see a painting of art inspired by food. You can even ask these kinds
of questions nowadays when trolling through the endless number of webpages showcasing the
various dishes that people around the world are eating and taking pride in sharing.
Art Inspired Food- Art is the visual expression of what an artist sees and feels. That expression can
be taken literally or figuratively when people try to understand and decipher the true intentions
behind a piece of art. The same kind of thing happens when people create food that is inspired by
art. Some go for the literal approach and recreate the work of art using food and it looks strikingly
similar to the original.

Piet Mondrian, Composition No. 8, 1939-42 and Cake photo credit to: Megan Fizell, www.feastingonart.com

And yet others use the feeling and emotions they feel coming off the picture and use that to inspire
them to create a dish or meal that looks nothing like the actual art but gives you the same sort of
feeling. You can see a few literal examples in the pictures where the original is placed side by side
with the food version. Using the ingredients that best illustrate the exact nature of the painting the
inspired artist is recreating an exact copy.
Renoir Painting and Mini-Cheesecake photo credit: http://margaretinthecity.wordpress.
com/2012/02/18/art-inspired-food/
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But you will also see food that looks nothing like the original, but this kind of inspired artist wants to
instigate the same atmosphere or sense that the original gave off. This can be seen in the other side
by side pictures. The idea behind the art, perhaps even the subject itself, is what drives the renewal
of the art through food.
If a picture is light and airy you might use merengue to stimulate that same feeling. If a picture is
dark and depression perhaps you use dark chocolate to portray the bitter and dark sensations you
feel from the painting. There are so many ways to use food other than just the literal way using art
as the inspiration.
Humans can be inspired by a lot of things: each other, the events happening around them, the
cruelness or joy of nature, etc. But when humans recreate art as food they are using one of the
greatest achievements of mankind, the ability to create art, as the backbone and stimulation for
furthering our creative minds. By putting art into an edible version we are paying homage to the
creativity of our kind and using the medium we can’t live without, which in turns means we also
can’t live without art.
“What is Food? What is Art?”
Art and food, food and art, two pieces of perhaps the same puzzle that describes who we are as
humans. We need food for our continued physical survival. Art is what we need to maintain our
mental and creative minds, the thing that keeps us human. When the two elements work together
they are mutually inspiring each other and pushing the boundaries of what is art and what is food.
While we can’t go and eat a famous Van Gogh painting we can use the brushstrokes to feed our
own creativity and create food inspired by it. Alternatively we can’t keep food around forever, but
we can preserve it for all time through art inspired by food. Hand in hand food and art can be
seen as two sides of the same coin, both working together to maintain our humanity and keep us
content, physically and mentally.
So, like the cavemen before us recording their hunts for food on the stone walls we snap pictures
with our phones and cameras of the food conquests we have had and continue to think creatively
in the kitchen. Food and art continue to work together in perfect harmony.
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